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Evergreen Marine joins the Ship Recycling Transparency Initiative 
 
London, 3 August 2020 – Evergreen Marine Corporation (Taiwan) Ltd. becomes the eleventh 
shipowner to publicly disclose its approach to ship recycling through the Ship Recycling 
Transparency Initiative (SRTI) online platform. 
 
In a corporate statement Evergreen said, “We are committed to the planning of a completely 
sustainable life cycle for our vessels from design, construction, operation and ultimately to 
decommissioning. As such, we are delighted to join SRTI, through which signatories can share 
their ship recycling information via an online platform, helping the industry to improve its 
eco-friendly recycling policies and practices, and to work together in sustaining an ‘ever 
green’ global environment.” 
 
“We believe transparency is a key driver of change in the ship recycling value chain,” said 
Andrew Stephens, Executive Director of the Sustainable Shipping Initiative that hosts the SRTI. 
“We welcome Evergreen Marine to the growing SRTI family that includes like-minded 
shipowners who are holding themselves to account before key stakeholders, including clients, 
investors, and the wider public.” 
 
The shipowner, headquartered in Taiwan, is the fifth signatory to join the SRTI in 2020, 
bringing the total number of signatories to 26. 
 
The SRTI continues its growth and development conducting outreach across and beyond the 
industry. The recent SRTI webinar series has seen an increasingly diverse range of 
stakeholders engaging on the topics of data and transparency; circularity; and the role of 
financial stakeholders in sustainable and responsible ship recycling, in the absence of global 
regulation. 
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 The Ship Recycling Transparency Initiative (SRTI) 
Using transparency to drive progress on responsible ship recycling 
www.shiprecyclingtransparency.org  
srti@ssi2040.org  
 

The SRTI is hosted by the Sustainable Shipping Initiative 

About the Ship Recycling Transparency Initiative (SRTI) 
The Ship Recycling Transparency Initiative (SRTI) is an independent initiative hosted by the 
Sustainable Shipping Initiative. It reflects a collective effort that brings together the shipping 
industry, investors, cargo owners and broader stakeholders to improve ship recycling policy, 
practice and performance. The SRTI adopts a voluntary market-driven approach to 
sustainable ship recycling practices. As an online platform, it promotes exchange of 
information on ship recycling practices and guidelines, and helps ensure greater transparency 
in the maritime sector.  
www.shiprecyclingtransparency.org  
 
Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter (@SustShipping) 
#ShipRecyclingTransparency  
#ShipRecycling 
 
About Evergreen Marine Corporation (Taiwan) Ltd. 
 
Evergreen operates a modern fleet of around 190 container ships with a combined capacity 
of more than 1.2 million TEU and maintains services across a broad array of trade lanes 
around the world. Since its establishment, Evergreen has been a global brand which 
symbolizes innovative, reliable and sustainable global container transportation service. As a 
committed guardian of the earth, Evergreen will continue with its fleet renewal program, 
including the ‘green decommissioning’ of old tonnage and employing ever more eco-friendly 
containerships. 
 
Notes to Editors 
For more information, interviews or comment please contact: 
 
Nicole Rencoret, Head of Communications and Development, Sustainable Shipping Initiative 
on +45 22 45 38 11 or n.rencoret@ssi2040.org  
 
To find out more about signing up to the Ship Recycling Transparency Initiative contact 
Andrew Stephens, Executive Director, Sustainable Shipping Initiative 
a.stephens@ssi2040.org. 
 
A series of testimonials/quotes from CEOs and senior leaders of SRTI signatories and 
stakeholders is available for media use at 
https://www.shiprecyclingtransparency.org/testimonials/. A series of images to accompany 
articles is also available at https://www.shiprecyclingtransparency.org/news-resources/ 
(please contact n.rencoret@ssi2040.org to request image files). 


